
MOLECULAR  - LUBRICANT
Lubricant of the third generation

Molecular Penetrating Oil ML 10 - liquid
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A highly diffusable fine lubricating oil ML 10 has unique properties for multi-purpose 
using. An excellent lubricating ability and lifting of a gliding lubricating film based on a 
molecular protection of metals. Reduces wear, friction, noisiness and prolongs equipment 
life. Performs for a long time.

Universally applicable oil made of mineral oil without rigid greases with patented 
molecular compound of metal protection. There it makes almost immediately a highly 
gliding and hard protective film with a high loading capacity on a surface of friction areas. 
Suitable for extremely high loading capacities. Very good adhesion, stability at high 
temperatures to  +200°C.

TYPICAL USES
It lubricates all types of bearings, linear circuits, small mechanisms like scissors, pliers, 
locks, valves, threads, sliding bearings, axis, gearings, bowden pull-rods, clockworks.
Removes squealing of door and window hinges and of all flexibly connected parts.
Looses rusted screws, nuts, seized bearings, locks, seized mountings (hinges, bowden 
pull-rods, clockworks), sliding bearings, sewing machines and fishing reels.
Protects tools, machine tools, machineneries, cars, wheels, weapons, locks against 
corrosion.
Removes moisture from electrical switches, distributors, contacts, sockets, connectors, 
coils, cabel windings, engines and clocks.
Lubricates through antifriction bearings, sliding bearings, slideways, rollingly mounted 
linear circuits, joints, threaded spindles, profiles with keyways. For combination metal to
metal, it acts even in presence of moisture. For lubricating of crane chassis, elevating 
mechanisms chassis and chassis of lorries, etc.

PROPERTIES

 Reduces friction, wear, service temperatures and noisinessReduces friction, wear, service temperatures and noisiness
 Extreme loading even at high temperaturesExtreme loading even at high temperatures
 Smoothes lightly broken sliding surfacesSmoothes lightly broken sliding surfaces
 Lightly inclines to oxidation and that is why it is especially Lightly inclines to oxidation and that is why it is especially suitablesuitable  for for 

long-term lubricatinglong-term lubricating
 Good resistance to washing-out by water ( even salt water )Good resistance to washing-out by water ( even salt water )
 Protection against corrosionProtection against corrosion
 Very adherentVery adherent
TECHNICAL DATA  - ML 10 Liquid



Colour                                : yellow - beige
Composition                       : mineral oil, additives for protection against corrosion, 
                                            EP additives, blend of  penetrating compounds           
Solid content                      : none
Viscosity                            : penetrating - low
Odour                                : like oil
Flashpoint                          : Liquid 94°C , flammable liquid according to ČSN 650201,         
                                           class of hazard III.
Consumption                     : N/A
Cleaner                              : S 1960
Density                              : 0,721
Solubility in water              : non-miscible
Shelf life                            : 12 and more months at correct storage conditions
Specific gravity at  20°C   : 0,85 g/ml
Packaging                          : 5 , 20 , 200 l
Storage                             : Store in a cool area out of direct sunlight, keep out of children 
                                          and ignition sources.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Read carefully Safety Data Sheet for ML 10 before using.

INSTRUCTION FOR USE
Clean the surfaces, remove old greases with Cleaner S 1960. Aplly then ML 10 with brush, spraying 
or immersing.
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